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MEMORANDUM

To:

Board of Commissioners

From:

Lance Woods, Associate Planner

Re:

Docket C-14-19/SDR-23-19, Greggory & Elizabeth Colwell
(The hearing is an appeal of the Planning Commission’s approval of a conditional use
request and site design review to operate a wine production facility (winery) and
tasting room.

The above application is scheduled for a public hearing on November 14, 2019. The decision was appealed
by Saj and Pauline Jivanjee. The contents of the record are as follows:
I.
II.

Decision Letter and Staff Report
Appeal Application

III.

Planning Commission Minutes

IV.

Planning Commission Open Record Submissions

V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

Application
Public Notice
Public Agency Reports
Comments Received

I.

Decision Letter and Staff Report

YAMHILL COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
STAFF REPORT
DATE:

November 14, 2019 Board of Commissioners Hearing

DOCKET NO.: C-14-19/SDR-23-19
REQUEST:

Conditional use application for the conversion of an existing accessory
structure to a wine production facility (winery), and a by-appointment wine
tasting room.

APPLICANT: Greggory and Elizabeth Colwell
OWNER:

Greggory and Elizabeth Colwell

APPELLANT: Saj and Pauline Jivanjee
TAX LOT:

3215-1901

LOCATION:

13500 NE Ellenease Avenue, Newberg

ZONE:

AF-10, Agriculture/Forestry Small Holding District

CRITERIA:

Sections 501.03(P), 1101.02, and 1202.02 of the Yamhill County Zoning
Ordinance (YCZO). Comprehensive Plan policies may also be applicable.

COMMENTS: County Engineer: “This CUP involves a potentially more intense use of the
property. This will also probably mean more traffic on the two roads
maintained by the neighbors. A condition that they participate in the cost of
maintaining these roads proportional to their use is appropriate.”
Tualatin Valley Fire & Rescue: No response to date.
County Sanitarian: No response to date.
Water Master: No response to date.
Department of Agriculture: No response to date.
Public Health: No response to date.
City of Newberg: “We have reviewed the file and find no conflicts with our
interests.”
Soil & Water Conservation District (SWCD): No response to date.
Ranee & Jody Salmonsson, Sunshower Hill Farm LLC, 32300 NE Old Parrett
Mountain Road. Please see letter received by the Planning Department on
August 15, 2019.
EXHIBITS:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Application
Request for Hearing
Public Notice
Public Agency Reports
Comments Received
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FINDINGS:
A.

Background Facts

1.

Lot Size: Approximately 6.2 acres.

2.

Access: The property is served by an existing paved access easement, Schaad View
Drive, that measures 13-feet in width and which provides access to NE Old Parrett
Mountain Road. The easement passes through Tax Lot 3215AA-01100 before reaching
the applicant’s parcel.

3.

On-site Land Use and Zoning: The property is located within the Agriculture/Forestry
Small Holding District, the AF-10 zone. The use of the property is a mix of rural
residential and farm uses. The application states that farming activities have been
conducted on the property since 2007, in the form of blueberries and wine grapes. The
application states that in the past the wine grapes have been sold to other wine makers,
however the property owners would like to begin producing their own wine on-site.
There is a single-family dwelling and accessory building located on the property. The
applicant is proposing to convert a portion of the existing accessory building to a wine
production facility (winery) and by-appointment wine tasting room.

4.

Surrounding Land Use and Zoning: The surrounding properties are located within the
Agriculture/Forestry Small Holding District, the AF-10 zone. The surrounding land use
pattern is a mix of farm uses, in the form of vineyard and wine production, passive forest
uses, and rural residential uses. There is a wine production and tasting facility, Archer
Vineyard, on the adjacent parcel to the northwest of the applicant’s lot, Tax Lot 3215AA01100, and the applicant’s proposed access is by way of an easement located along the
southern property line of this parcel. Wine production and tasting facilities are a
relatively common use in the surrounding area with Archer Vineyard, Chehalem Wines,
August Cellars, and Rex Hill all located within 2,000 feet of the applicant’s parcel.

5.

Water: The applicant has indicated that water is provided by an on-site well.

6.

Sewage Disposal: Provided by an existing on-site septic system.

7.

Fire Protection: Tualatin Valley Fire & Rescue.

8.

Previous Actions: The present configuration of the parcel was established by way of a lot
line adjustment in 2001, Docket L-42-01. The applicant’s parcel was created by an
approved land partition in 1983, Docket P-1335-83.

9.

Deferral: The Assessor’s office records indicate that the property has 2.2 acres receiving
farm tax deferral.
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10.

Overlay Districts: The property is not located in an area identified as sensitive wildlife
habitat, nor is it located within the Willamette River Greenway, and the property is not
within an airport overlay district. The parcel is not located within the 100-year floodplain
overlay district, pursuant to FIRM panel 41071C0235D. The parcel, and surrounding
area, are located within the Parrett Mountain Groundwater Limited Area.

11.

Explanation of the request: A conditional use application for a phased development for
the conversion of an existing accessory structure to a wine production facility (winery),
with a by-appointment wine tasting room, in Phase 1. In Phase 2 of the development the
applicant has proposed developing approximately 650 square feet within the accessory
building to be used as a wine tasting room that will be open to the public and no longer
by-appointment only. The application states that Phase 2 is likely to occur between 3 and
5 years from the date of approval.

B.

Conditional Use Provisions and Analysis

1.

The conditional use criteria of YCZO Section 1202.02 are as follows:
(A)

The use is listed as a conditional use in the underlying zoning district;

The request is consistent with criterion (A) above, in that the proposed use is listed as a
conditional use in Section 501.03(P) of the Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance for the
AF-10 zone, the Agriculture/Forestry Small Holding District.
2.

(B)

The use is consistent with those goals and policies of the Comprehensive Plan
which apply to the proposed use;

Regarding criterion (B), the Yamhill County goals and policies do not provide standards
or criteria for review of home occupations. While these are not in themselves criteria,
they are in part what the criteria was based upon. The County Comprehensive Plan states
that agriculture and forestry play a dominant role in the County’s economy and calls for
preserving that role while increasing economic diversification and employment. The
County Comprehensive Plan also recognizes that lands within the Agriculture/Forestry
Small Holding District are appropriate and desired locations for rural residential
development, while at the same time encouraging opportunities for small scale or
intensive agricultural and forestry activities within these plan-designated areas. The
applicant’s proposal appears to comply with these goals in that the proposed use will
support the local agricultural economy through the production of wine from grapes grown
on the property and the potential employment opportunities at the winery and tasting
room.
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3.

(C)

The parcel is suitable for the proposed use considering its size, shape, location,
topography, existence of improvements, and natural features.

Regarding criterion (C), the parcel measures approximately 6.2 acres in area. The
property is located on a small hill, with the home located on the hilltop which is relatively
level ground, and the farmland then gently slopes in all four directions away from the
homesite. The application indicates that, if approved, construction activities will occur
within an existing accessory structure to convert the building to a wine production facility
and tasting room. The application further indicates that additional land may be planted to
vineyard and that there are no proposed changes to any existing natural features in the
area. The topography of the property appears suitable for the applicant’s proposed
development. There are no known natural features that would impede the development
of the proposed winery and by-appointment tasting room.
Access to the parcel is provided by an easement driveway, NE Schaad View Drive, which
provides access to Old Parrett Mountain Road, a paved county road. The easement is
located along the southern property line of Tax Lot 3215AA-01100, which is owned by
Saj and Pauline Jivanjee. The County Engineer suggests that the applicant be required to
participate in the cost for maintaining Schaad View Drive due to the likely increase in
traffic, if the winery and tasting room are approved. If approved, staff recommends a
condition of approval that the applicant shall enter into a road maintenance agreement for
the maintenance of Schaad View Drive.
The home is served by an existing septic system and the county sanitarian has noted that
an authorization is necessary before the operation of an on-site tasting room. If approved,
staff recommends a condition of approval that a septic evaluation is conducted prior to
the issuance of any building permits for the conversion of the accessory building to a
wine production facility and/or tasting room.
4.

(D)

The proposed use will not alter the character of the surrounding area in a manner
which substantially limits, impairs, or prevents the use of surrounding properties
for the permitted uses listed in the underlying zoning district.

Regarding criterion (D), the surrounding area consists of parcels with a variety of uses
including farm uses such as wine grape vineyards, wine production facilities and tasting
rooms, livestock pasturage, grass seed fields, nut and fruit orchards, as well as fallow
fields. There are also a number of properties in the surrounding area that are dedicated
to rural residential uses and passive forest uses. The applicant’s small vineyard is in
keeping with the surrounding land use pattern. As mentioned in Section A.4. of this staff
report, there are also a number of wine production and tasting facilities in the area that
are of a similar or larger scale to that proposed by the applicant. One of the distinct
differences between the applicant’s proposed wine production facility and tasting room
and those in the surrounding area is that the applicant’s property is served by way of an
easement. The easement serving the applicant’s parcel is located along the southern
property line of an adjoining parcel to the northeast, Tax Lot 3215AA-1100. The uses on
Tax Lot 3215AA-1100 include a wine grape vineyard, wine production facility, and
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tasting room that has been open to the public for daily tastings since 2014.
Notice was sent to neighboring property owners, and staff did receive a concern from
neighboring property owners, Ranee and Jody Salmonsson, who own the adjacent lot to
the east of applicant’s property, Tax Lot 3215-1900. The Salmonsson’s are concerned
that an approval of the applicant’s request for a winery and tasting room will exacerbate
conditions that may impair the use of their property. The Salmonsson’s indicate that a
number of their concerns arise from the experience of being neighbors to an existing
winery, Archer Winery, which is on the neighboring parcel to the north of their property.
The Salmonsson’s have identified several factors that they believe could impair the use of
their property, found below.
Water
The opposing neighbors have requested that the applicant propose a water management
plan to address water usage in conjunction with the winery and tasting room, to address
the fact that the parcel is located within the Parrett Mountain Groundwater Limited Area.
Groundwater extraction, storage, and use is governed by the Department of Water
Resources, however if the applicant’s request is approved, staff recommends a condition
of approval that prior to the issuance of building permits the applicant shall provide
evidence of a water right, permit, or long-term service agreement to bring in water from
another site, or evidence shall be provided indicating the winery and tasting room will not
exceed the allowable daily usage for a permit-exempt well under ORS 537.545.
Access
The use of the easement drive is a significant issue amongst the adjoining property
owners and appears to have been an issue for the last several years. Easements are civil
agreements and the use and limitations of an easement are not governed by local land use
regulations. Both the appellant and the Salmonsson’s are concerned that the 13’-wide
easement road was not built to handle commercial traffic. The appellant and the
Salmonsson’s contend that the easement does not allow for public access for commercial
uses like the applicant’s proposed winery and tasting room. The Salmonsson’s are
concerned that the easement has not been properly maintained or improved to facilitate
additional non-residential traffic. The Salmsonsson’s have also indicated that Archer
Winery has allowed patrons to park along the easement in the past and is concerned that
the applicant’s patrons may follow suit if the winery and tasting room request is
approved. Neither the appellant, the applicant, nor the Salmonsson’s have submitted any
recorded and demonstrable limitations associated with the use of Schaad View Drive.
The county engineer suggested that, if approved, the applicant should enter into a road
maintenance agreement with the other property owners that use access easement, Schaad
View Drive. Staff recommends that, if approved, the applicant shall enter into a road
maintenance agreement prior to operation of the winery and tasting room or the issuance
of building permits.
Parking
As mentioned above, the Salmonsson’s are concerned that the easement will be used for
overflow parking by the applicant’s patrons as has been the case in the past with a
Docket C-14-19/SDR-23-19, Greggory & Elizabeth Colwell
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neighboring winery and tasting room. The Salmonsson’s have suggested that, if
approved, a condition of approval should be established that restricts parking on the
easement road. Staff agrees that parking along the easement road is not appropriate and
may be unsafe for patrons and residents. If approved, staff recommends a condition of
approval that the applicant shall provide a minimum of one parking space per 100 square
feet of floor area of tasting room space, in addition to one parking space for each
employee on maximum working shift pursuant to Section 1007 of the YCZO, and that no
on-street or easement parking is allowed.
Size/Scope
The Salmonsson’s contend that a winery and tasting room is not an appropriate use
within the Agriculture/Forestry Small Holding District, AF-10 zone, due to their negative
experiences with a neighboring winery and tasting room. As discussed in Section B.2. of
this staff report the County Comprehensive Plan recognizes that lands within the
Agriculture/Forestry Small Holding District are appropriate and desired locations for
rural residential development, while at the same time encouraging opportunities for small
scale or intensive agricultural and forestry activities within these plan-designated areas.
A winery is a conditionally permitted use in the AF-10 zone, pursuant to Section
501.03(P) of the YCZO, and may be considered one of those intensive agricultural
activities that are encouraged within the County’s Comprehensive Plan. Conditional use
requests are designed for those uses which possess unique or special characteristics and
allow for the decision-making body to impose conditions to protect the area surrounding
the proposed use and to preserve the basic purpose and intent of the underlying zoning
district which in this case is rural residential development as well as small-scale or more
intensive farm or forest activities. The Salmonsson’s have suggested imposing
conditions that restrict the size of the winery and tasting room, the allowable wine
production capacity—in terms of the total number of cases produced per year—and
would like to put that number at 500 cases per year. Staff is not recommending any
conditions to restrict production capacity or the square footage of the wine production
facility or tasting area.
Structures
The Salmonsson’s contend that the accessory building identified by the applicants has
never been used as a shop or barn but is still under construction and was always intended
to be used as a wine production facility or tasting room. If approved, staff recommends a
condition of approval that requires the applicant to obtain all required building, plumbing,
and electrical permits and inspections from the Yamhill County Planning Department.
Winery Marketing Activities and Events
The Salmonsson’s have suggested that a condition of approval limit the applicant from
hosting marketing activities on-site due to their concerns with the access easement and
the contention that there is insufficient space on the applicant’s property to provide for
adequate parking. The application made no mention of requesting events or marketing
activities in conjunction with either Phase 1 or Phase 2 of the proposed winery and byappointment tasting room development, therefore staff recommends a condition of
approval that restricts the applicant from hosting on-site events in conjunction with the
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proposed winery and tasting room.
5.

(E)

The proposed use is appropriate, considering the adequacy of the public facilities
and services existing or planned for the area affected; and

Regarding criterion (E), the questions regarding the adequacy of the public facilities and
services on-site were more comprehensively addressed in Section B.4. of this staff report.
The property has a septic system in place that was designed for residential use, and if
approved, a recommended condition of approval would be for the applicant to have a
septic evaluation prior to the issuance of building permits or the operation of the winery
and tasting room to ensure the system is properly engineered for the potential increase in
effluent. The property is currently being served by an on-site well and if approved, a
recommended condition of approval will require that the applicant shall provide evidence
of a water right, permit, or long-term service agreement to bring in water from another
site, or evidence shall be provided indicating the winery and tasting room will not exceed
the allowable daily usage for a permit-exempt well under ORS 537.545. Access to the
winery and tasting room is provided by way of a private easement road, and if approved,
staff recommends a condition of approval that Tualatin Valley Fire & Rescue must
approve access to the property prior to the issuance of building permits or the operation
of the winery and tasting room. Additionally, if approved, staff recommends that the
applicant shall enter into a road maintenance agreement prior to operation of the winery
and tasting room or the issuance of building permits. Parking along the easement by
patrons of an existing winery and tasting room adjoining the applicant’s parcel has been
an on-going issue therefore, if approved, staff recommends a condition that the applicant
must have a parking area in place that provides a minimum of one parking space per 100
square feet of floor area of tasting room space, in addition to one parking space for each
employee on maximum working shift, pursuant to Section 1007 of the YCZO, and that no
on-street or easement parking is allowed.
6.

(F)

The use is or can be made compatible with existing uses and other allowable uses
in the area.

Regarding criterion (F), the applicant is proposing the development of a winery and
tasting room within an existing accessory building on the property. The applicant has a
relatively small area of established vineyard with additional vineyard planned in the
future. As discussed earlier in this staff report, Sections A.4. and B.4., there are several
wine production facilities and tasting rooms in the area including a wine production
facility and tasting room on an adjoining parcel to the northeast. The compatibility of the
use was addressed in Section B.4. of this staff report, and a number of conditions have
been suggested by staff to promote the compatibility of the use with existing and other
allowable uses in the area.
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C.

Site Design Review
Section 1101.02(A) of the YCZO governs site design review.
Review of a site development plan shall be based upon consideration of the following:
Section 1101.02(A)(1): Characteristics of adjoining and surrounding uses;
Regarding standard (1) above, the characteristics of adjoining and surrounding uses has
been addressed in section A.4 of this report.

2.

Section 1101.02(A)(2): Economic factors relating to the proposed use;
Regarding standard (2) above, the application states the winery and tasting room will be
owner operated for the foreseeable future. There have been no economic challenges
identified that may prevent the applicant from completing the proposed development.

3.

Section 1101.02(A)(3): Traffic safety, internal circulation and parking;
Regarding standard (3) above, the application states that there is currently spaces for five
(5) parking spaces, one of which will be an ADA-compliant parking space. The
application states that the proposed tasting room will be approximately 650 square feet.
Subsection 1007.02(C) of the YCZO requires that there is one (1) parking per 100 square
feet of tasting room space, plus one (1) space for each employee on a maximum working
shift, and if approved, staff has recommended a condition of approval that a parking area
that satisfies these standards is in place prior to the issuance of building permits or the
operation of the winery and tasting room. Staff has also recommended that, if approved,
a condition of approval that Tualatin Valley Fire & Rescue must approve access to the
property prior to the issuance of building permits or the operation of the winery and
tasting room. Additionally, staff has recommended a condition, that if approved, the
applicant should enter into a road maintenance agreement for the maintenance of Schaad
View Drive.

4.

Section 1101.02(A)(4): Provisions for adequate noise and/or visual buffering from
noncompatible uses;
Regarding standard (4) above, the existing structure which the applicant has proposed to
use as the winery and tasting room is setback approximately 17 feet from the nearest
property line to the north. The accessory structure received a “Good Neighbor” variance
from the adjoining property owner when the building permit was issued in 2015. The
application states that the proposed winery and tasting room will be adequately buffered
by a large and dense hedge and other mature vegetation. The applicant indicates that
winery and tasting room activities will be conducted indoors and there will be no outdoor
storage of unsightly objects. The applicant has not indicated any plans to add any new
landscaped features around the winery and tasting room building. If approved, staff
recommends a condition of approval restricting outdoor amplified music or sound. While
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farming activities occurring on-site, i.e. growing and harvesting of grapes, will generate
noise typical of farm uses, such noise may occur in the Agriculture/Forestry Small
Holding District (AF-10 zone), is both seasonal and compatible with surrounding uses.
5.

Section 1101.02(A)(5): Retention of existing natural features on site;
Regarding standard (5) above, no natural features will be disturbed beyond the areas
necessary for modification to the existing structure to convert the space from a barn/shop
to a winery and tasting room. There are no known significant natural features in the area
of the proposed construction site.

6.

Section 1101.02(A)(6): Problems that may arise due to development within potential
hazard areas.
Regarding standard (6) above, the property is not within the Floodplain Overlay District,
and there are no apparent hazards associated with the property or area that may arise or
be exacerbated by the applicant’s proposed establishment of a wine production facility
and wine tasting room.

7.

Section 1101.02(A)(7): Comments and/or recommendations of adjacent and vicinity
property owners whose interests may be affected by the proposed use.
Regarding standard (7) above, on August 15th, 2019, a Request for Hearing was
submitted by Saj and Pauline Jivanjee, the owners and operators of Archer Vineyard,
which is located on the adjoining parcel to the northeast, Tax Lot 3215AA-01100. On
August 15th, 2019, the Planning Department received a letter from Ranee and Jody
Salmonsson, the owners and operators of Sunshower Hill Farm, which is located on the
adjoining parcel to the east, Tax Lot 3215-01900. The appellant contends that the winery
and tasting room should not be approved as the easement that provides access to the
applicant’s parcel was not established for public access to a commercial use like the
applicant’s proposed winery and by-appointment tasting room. A thorough review of the
appellant’s and Salmonsson’s concerns was discussed earlier in this staff report,
particularly in Section B.4. of this staff report. The application states that the applicant
has been forthcoming with neighboring property owners regarding the plans to establish a
winery and tasting room on the property, and that the tasting room will be operated on a
by-appointment only basis which will minimize the potential impact to surrounding
property owners.
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CONCLUSIONS FOR APPROVAL:
1.

A conditional use request for the conversion of an existing accessory structure to a wine
production facility (winery), and a by-appointment wine tasting room.

2.

With conditions, the request complies with criteria listed in Sections 501.03(P), 1101.02,
and 1202.02 of the Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance.

3.

The request complies with the goals and policies of the Yamhill County Comprehensive
Plan.

CONCLUSIONS FOR DENIAL:
1.

The applicant has not demonstrated that the request is consistent with the approval
criteria of Sections 501.03(P), 1101.02, and 1202.02 of the Yamhill County Zoning
Ordinance.

2.

The request does not comply with the goals and policies of the Yamhill County
Comprehensive Plan.

3.

The applicant has not sufficiently demonstrated that safe public access to the property can
be provided by the access easement road identified as Schaad View Drive.

RECOMMENDATION:
A recommendation will be given after the receipt of testimony.
If the Planning Commission decides to approve the use, the Planning Staff would recommend the
following conditions be placed on any approval:
1.

The development shall substantially conform to the site maps submitted with this
application (see enclosure).

2.

Prior to operation of the wine production facility (winery) or tasting room all required
building, plumbing, and electrical permits and inspections shall be obtained from the
Yamhill County Planning Department.

3.

Prior to issuance of building permits or the operation of the winery or tasting room the
applicant shall enter into a road maintenance agreement with other residents served by
Schaad View Drive, for the maintenance of the easement road identified as Schaad View
Drive.

4.

Prior to issuance of building permits, the applicant shall obtain authorization from the
County Sanitarian for the winery and tasting room to use the existing septic system or
shall receive approval for a new septic system to serve the use.
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5.

Prior to issuance of building permits, the applicant shall provide evidence of a water
right, permit, or long-term service agreement to bring in water from another site, or
evidence shall be provided indicating the winery and by-appointment tasting room will
not exceed the allowable daily usage for a permit-exempt well under ORS 537.545.

6.

The applicant shall obtain all permits required by the Department of Environmental
Quality (DEQ), the Oregon Liquor Control Commission (OLCC), and the Oregon
Department of Agriculture (ODA).

7.

Prior to issuance of building permits, the water supply and access shall be required to
meet the Tualatin Valley Fire & Rescue standards and conditions.

8.

The tasting room may be open for by-appointment tastings year-round, from 11:00 am to
5:00 pm, for the primary purpose of promoting and selling the wine produced on-site.

9.

The hosting of events such as weddings, cooking classes, celebratory events, and
corporate retreats, etc. are not included with this approval.

10.

The number of persons allowed in any portion of the tasting room shall not exceed the
maximum number of persons allowed pursuant to the occupancy permit for such portion
of the tasting room, if applicable.

11

Parking shall be provided so that there is a minimum of one car per 100 square feet of
floor area plus one space for each employee on maximum working shift pursuant to
Section 1007 of the YCZO. No on-street parking is allowed.

12.

The use may have one on-premise sign of not more than 24 square feet pursuant to
Section 1006 of the YCZO, subject to permit approval.

13.

The use of outdoor amplified music or sound for outdoor events is not permitted.

14.

The construction of any additional structures or modification to the footprint of existing
structures used in conjunction with either the winery or tasting room shall require the
submission and approval of a Site Design Review application.

15.

Modification of any of the above conditions requires approval under Section 1202.05 of
the Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance. Violation of any of the above conditions may
result in revocation of the conditional use permit with the process detailed in Section
1202.07 and 1202.08 of the Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance.
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II.

Appeal Application

III.

Planning Commission Minutes

YAMHILL COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION
Thursday, September 5, 2019 - 7:00 p.m.
Yamhill County Courthouse, Room 32
535 NE Fifth Street
McMinnville, Oregon 97128
Roll Call: Michael Sherwood, John Abrams, Matt Dunckel, Dan Armstrong, Marla Robison, Joe
Strunk, Marjorie Ehry, Alan Halstead, Brett Veatch Absent: none Staff: Ken Friday, Stephanie
Armstrong, Stephanie Curran
QUASI-JUDICIAL PUBLIC HEARING:
DOCKET NO.:
REQUEST:
APPLICANT:
TAX LOT:
LOCATION:
ZONE:
CRITERIA:

P-09-19
To partition a 7.58 acre property into three (3) parcels
of approximately 2.65, 2.65, and 2.28 acres, using parcel
size averaging.
Troodle Enterprises, LLC
3209-1000
Parcel just to the east of 28800 NE Bell Road, Newberg
VLDR-2.5, Very Low Density Residential District
Sections 502.06(B) of the Yamhill County Zoning
Ordinance, and the Yamhill County Land Division
Ordinance.

Chair Dan Armstrong opened the public hearing.
Approval of minutes from August 1, 2019 hearing. Halstead motioned to approve with one change,
Dunkel seconded, motion passed 8-0, 1 abstention (Brett Veatch)
Any objections or abstentions: none
Any ex-parte info or site visits? none
Ken Friday read the raise it or waive it statement.
Stephanie Armstrong presented the staff report.
Proponent’s case:
Mark Wilcutts, 500 E Hancock St, Newberg: I’m here to answer any questions, we’ve been
working with the City of Newberg, we have preliminary approval, I agree with the staff report, we
are in the correct zoning for what we are proposing.
Dan Armstrong: Explain working with city of Newberg.
Mr. Wilcutts: The property is located within the Newberg Urban Reserve Area and I’ve been
working with the City of Newberg to develop the property to city standards if it is annexed into the
city in the future, including working on road access with Yamhill County Public Works and
developing a shadow plat.
Matt Dunckel: Has the shadow plat been done?
Yamhill County Planning Commission Minutes – September 5, 2019 - Page 1

Mr. Wilcutts: Yes.
Marla Robison: What is a shadow plat?
Mr. Wilcutts: It is where you plan out the development looking into the future with features such
as roads and utility easements.
Opponent’s case:
Gerald Wanke, 28900 Bell Rd, Newberg: I submitted a letter for the record. I own the Vineyard
View Inn B & B; my property is east of proposed development looking out over the vineyard. Now
they are proposing to develop this, and it will adversely affect my business as the vineyards will
be gone. I have many visitors worldwide, and they bring money into the county. Willamette Valley
is known for its vineyards. If this property is developed and they put in 6 houses, the traffic will
be impacted, the peaceful setting will be disturbed, and the wildlife in the area will be disturbed.
It will be a huge negative impact on my business, the water supply and traffic. I have detailed this
in my letter.
Dan Armstrong: You bought this from Mr. Soter?
Mr. Wanke: No, I bought it from a neighbor, but I had a discussion with Mr. Soter prior to
purchasing my property, and he was not thinking of selling at that time.
Dan Armstrong: Is your parcel 2.5 acres?
Mr. Wanke: No, it’s 4.5 acres.
Dan Armstrong: Did you know it was zoned VLDR 2.5?
Mr. Wanke: I was not aware of it at that time.
Dan Armstrong: Have you heard they were taking the vineyard out?
Mr. Wanke: I don’t know, the developer has changed since this project started, I would love to talk
to him about this.
Matt Dunckel: The developer is sitting there right now, maybe you can talk to him.
Marla Ehry: Is it the same developer on both sides of Bell Rd?
Mr. Wanke: Yes.
Michael Sherwood: How long has the inn been there?
Mr. Wanke: 4 years.
Michael Sherwood: Are you busy year-round?
Mr. Wanke: Pretty much, it slows down in December, January and February.
Marla Robison: The traffic is terrible around that intersection. Is it a county road?
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Matt Dunkel: It is.
Marla Robison: The county needs do something about it.
Matt Dunkel: They have talked about it, but it is too expensive to make the necessary upgrades.
Michael Sherwood: I live on Bell Rd and just recently they started bulldozing and taking out trees.
They are cleaning out the whole gully, they are going to start with three or four lots, and I’m sure
there will be more. It is going to happen in Yamhill County.
Mr. Wanke: I understand that, but I also want to keep the environment the Willamette Valley is
known for.
Michael Sherwood: We’ve been here 26 years and it started out with 10 houses.
Mr. Wanke: I don’t like the idea that they are going to take out an established vineyard. I moved
here for the industry, Wine Country.
John Abrams: We can’t just subjectively start making approvals or denials up here because
somebody doesn’t like something. If you had a first right of refusal on the property, it would be
different. It looks like some of the acreage they used for their lots might be a right of way on Bell
Rd., it might be an issue.
Dan Armstrong: I’m looking at this partition done by Leland McDonald, and it looks like the right
of way is separate.
Mr. Wanke: It looks like they might have used the acreage in their calculation.
Matt Dunckel: It doesn’t look like that in my experience reading plats.
Mr. Wanke: Also, there are certain setbacks for sewers and wells, these lots might not support that.
Marla Robison: You can put three houses on one well.
Matt Fraychineaud, 28900 NE Bell Rd, Newberg: My main issue was the water supply, but I can
tell by previous testimony that you do not deal with water issues.
Sid Friedman, for Friends of Yamhill County: Our opposition is lack of compliance with the
Yamhill County Land Division Ordinance. The application includes the Bell Rd right of way, and
the right of way of road that is currently going through the re-naming process in the parcel size
averaging, and I don’t think this is allowed in the YCLDO. The actual parcel is more like 6 acres.
The applicant has two options; divide two lots to conform to size or do a lot line adjustment with
a neighboring property to obtain the correct acreage for the zone.
John Abrams: Is it public or private road?
Mr. Friedman: It is exclusively in the ordinance that you cannot use easements in parcel
calculations, so it doesn’t matter if it is public or private. Ken and I have gone around on this issue
before, and don’t agree on its interpretation. He basically said he will keep making decisions this
way unless it gets appealed.
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Ken Friday: I don’t remember saying this.
Mr. Friedman: I think it is important that the County follows its own ordinances. The Planning
Department, the Planning Commission, and the Board of Commissioners all have an obligation to
follow their own ordinances.
Public Agency Reports: No additional comments than what is in the packet.
Rebuttal:
Mr. Wilcutts: The Wanke property was partitioned in 2006, traffic was an issue at that time. It was
again brought up when they applied for their conditional use permit for the B & B as a concern.
They also stated in their application that their use would not alter the characteristic of the
surrounding area in a manner that prevents the surrounding property from being used as it is zoned.
The grapes also have phylloxera. I don’t know if we will be keeping them after this harvest. We
knew the traffic would be an issue, we are working with a traffic engineer and we are moving the
intersection with Bell Rd east. It has been surveyed and we are ready to start.
Joe Strunk: The ordinance states we can require a utility easement, I don’t see it in the conditions
of approval, would you be ok with that?
Mr. Wilcutts: Yes, I am willing to work with the county, I’m already talking to PGE.
Halstead to staff: Friedman’s interpretation of the calculations, what is staff interpretation on this?
Ken Friday: I am trying to remember the case Sid was talking about, I might have said you might
be right, maybe you should appeal it. Sid is correct that the same owner also owns the adjoining
property; they could do a lot line to adjust the acreage to standard.
Joe Strunk: Could we put deed restrictions on the possible non-conforming lots? Is it applicable?
Ken Friday: Explained how deed restriction isn’t necessary in this case.
Staff Recommendation: Recommend approval with a minor change to condition 4, applicant shall
dedicate to the public the proposed utility access road with a 60-foot right of way.
Deliberation:
Joe Strunk: After the lot area discussion, I scrambled to read the definition. I see your point, if you
skip to lot measurements it talks about depth and width of lot and does not mention easements. I
see Mr. Friedman’s point but there are other definitions in this section that would fit. I think this
application meets requirements and I am going to vote for approval. I don’t think deed restriction
necessary but would like to see a utility easement.
John Abrams: I think we should go with the precedent of what has been in the past. In the future
we should look at the ordinance and lot size measurements, but not in the middle of a hearing.
Matt Dunckel: I am in favor for all previous reasons stated.
Michael Sherwood: I am in favor, I believe your business will continue to be busy.
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Dan Armstrong: I agree we might look at the ordinance in the future; the city of Newberg is in
favor of the application.
Alan Halstead: I agree with John, we might need to look at the language of the ordinance in the
future. In this case I am going to support the application as it is, with conditions as proposed.
Marla Robison: I’m going to support it, I think it is all we can do.
Brett Veatch: I am sympathetic with the appellant, but it meets the criteria within the zone. I am
going to support this, except for the part about the easement.
Marjorie Robison: I agree with all and support this application. I am glad Sid was here and brought
up the lot size calculations, we should address this in the future. Yamhill is a great county, but I
don’t want it’s future to be all about tourism and wine.
Motion: John Abrams motioned to approve with correction to condition 4, Alan Halstead
seconded, motion passed 9-0.

QUASI-JUDICIAL PUBLIC HEARING:
DOCKET NO.:
REQUEST:

APPLICANT:
TAX LOTS:
LOCATION:
ZONE:
CRITERIA:

C-14-19/SDR-23-19
Conditional use application for the conversion of an
existing accessory structure to a wine production
facility (winery), and a by-appointment wine tasting
room.
Greggory and Elizabeth Colwell
3215-1901
13500 NE Ellenease Avenue, Newberg
AF-10, Agriculture/Forestry Small Holding District
Sections 501.03(P), 1101.02, and 1202.02 of the
Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance (YCZO).
Comprehensive Plan policies may also be applicable.

Any objections or abstentions: Alan Halstead - the property immediately to the east is resident of
my former daughter-in-law and home of my grandchildren. I have had no ex-parte, but it is too
close to home for me.
Any ex-parte info or site visits? Dan Armstrong: I drove by yesterday to look at the property.
Ken Friday read the raise it or waive it statement as there was a late arrival to the meeting.
Ken Friday presented the staff report.
Proponent’s case:
Greggory and Liz Colwell, 13500 NE Ellenease: We have owned the property since 2003 and want
a tasting room as a second phase in two or three years. I was born and raised in Oregon, my first
crush was in 1986, in 2003 I found the perfect property for vineyard. I started planting Pinot grapes
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then moved on to Syrah and went on from there. My family has planted all the grapes, we now sell
our wine grapes to commercial wineries. We are proposing the same size winery the Jivanjees
have, who share the easement to the property. We have proposed a tasting room by appointment
only, as to restrict traffic. We have two acres of property adjacent to accommodate parking if we
have larger events in the future. We plan to keep it small to limit the impact to our neighbors. The
neighbors do not use the easement to access their property, they use it to take customers around to
pick cherries. We have surrounding neighbors who are in support of our application present at
tonight’s hearing. The Jivanjees have invited the public onto the easement in form of parking for
their winery customers, letting their workers park on it, etc. The Jivanjees have set precedents for
using this easement for commercial enterprise.
Matt Dunckel: Condition 9, does this mean no events?
Ken Friday: This application does not include events.
Dan Armstrong: The Solmonssons sell cherries, how do the public get to their goods?
Mr. Colwell: They have little kiosk by Parrett Mtn Rd. but bring people down the easement and
around to pick cherries.
Dan Armstrong: What are chances of you wanting to go beyond “by appointment only” tasting?
Mr. Colwell: Zero
Dan Armstrong: You are talking about maybe buying grapes to make wine?
Mr. Colwell: We plan on making no more then 500 cases a year.
Michael Sherwood: How long has the easement been there?
Mr. Colwell: Prior to 1977. We have had issues with maintenance lately, but this will be addressed
by my opponent, and we can further discuss it.
Linda and Bruce Becking, 31600 NE Schaad View Dr, Newberg: I submitted written testimony.
Important topics are historical use of the land. The previous owners of our property had an
excavation business and rented our house as a VRBO, so the access has always been commercial.
The Colwell’s have been very open about their intentions of the property since the day we moved
in. I think they have done a good job of making their building pleasing to the eye. They have also
called out how they are going to run the business and keep it by appointment only. I believe in
fairness, and all of the people who have access on Parrett Mtn Rd, if other parcels can use the
easement for business, then the Colwells should too. I don’t want to see my rights possibly
infringed upon.
Mr. Colwell: The documents I signed with realtor said this was a road and utility easement with
no restrictions.
Dan Armstrong: The people who ran the excavating business should have had a home occupation
approval.
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Opponent’s case:
Saj Jivanjee: 32230 Old Parrett Mtn Rd: Liz and Greg use the easement and drive by my house all
the time. My bedroom is 30 feet from the easement, my vineyard is 10 feet from the easement. I
don’t use chemicals on the grapes, I want to preserve my 8 acres. But now they want to use this
easement as access to their winery. They don’t have public access, so they want to use the easement
on my property to access their winery. My farmworkers need somewhere to park, so they park on
the easement. It only happens maybe 20 days a year. I asked my attorney what my rights are.
Jennifer Brager representing Saj, 121 SW Morrison St, Ste 1850, Portland: The essence of this
application is the applicants want to use the Jivanjees’ easement for their benefit. It is unreasonable
that an easement created in 1977 is adequate for winery that didn’t come into code until 2002. No
matter how Mr. Jivanjee uses his easement, it is his property. Their own application states they
want to expand the easement from 13 ft. to 20 ft.
Matt Dunckel: How big is the easement?
Ms. Barger: Originally 30 ft but it is now 13 ft. The easement is not a local road, it is an easement.
This would set a precedent for future property owners with access easements which would cause
the owners to shoulder the responsibility. Land owners should have personal access before
submitting applications. These comprehensive policies have not been addressed. They should be
free of commercial traffic on their personal property. This unanticipated use is contradictory to the
conservation of farm land. Private easements have been historically used for private use. The
comments from Public Works state that the applicant maintain part of the road, but the Jivanjees
are not required to enter into a road maintenance agreement. The application should be denied
because their use is incompatible with the current use of the Jivanjees. We request you deny this
proposal.
Mr. Jivanjee: 14 feet of the neighbor’s forest goes into my easement.
Dan Armstrong: Whose?
Mr. Jivanjee: The Solmonssons. I am trying to protect the natural resources on my property. To
increase the easement, I would have to cut into the root base of the Solmonsson’s trees. At what
point do I protect the right of my easement? It would be romantic to have a little tasting room, but
this will adversely affect my property. I will have to explain to my bank why my well is producing
less water. The dust will get onto my grapes, which are 8 feet from the easement.
Michael Sherwood: Honestly, would we be sitting here if their business was a home for wayward
children?
Ms. Barger: That is hypothetical, we can only look at the application we have in front of us.
Michael Sherwood: Are you looking at this as competition?
Mr. Jivanjee: No.
Marla Robison: Wasn’t the easement road there when you brought your place?
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Mr. Jivanjee: Yes, but it served three residential homes.
Marla Robison: Where does it say in the easement say it is for residential use only?
Ms. Barger: I read the wording and a winery could not have been foreseen in 1977 when the
agreement was written.
Marla Robison: I remember when Saj bought the property, there was a business below him, using
big trucks.
Matt Dunckel: In fairness, I agree with you that things change, but I don’t see where the easement
excludes this use, and you haven’t explained to me how this does not fit in the neighborhood.
Mr. Jivanjee: It doesn’t say they can use the easement this way. That is why we are going through
the land use process.
Matt Dunckel: I don’t think it works that way.
Joe Strunk: If the intent of the easement was supposed to be 13 ft why did the former owner
mention a 30 ft easement?
Ms. Barger: The easement does what it is supposed to do, provide access.
Joe Strunk: Are you familiar with the statute that the user of an easement maintains it? That seems
to take care of your problem.
Mr. Jivanjee: Do I have to agree?
Joe Strunk: It is mandatory for the owner of an easement.
Mr. Jivanjee: Part of the conditional use application process is that you have to prove you have
access. The Colwells do not have this access.
Joe Strunk: I am seeing a 30 ft easement of record, it is 13 ft. I think we are going beyond the
scope of this body.
Brett Veatch: I am going to get away from easements, you can argue that in a court of law. Do you
use chemicals in your vineyard?
Mr. Jivanjee: Yes, a light program.
Brett: What do you spray with?
Mr. Jivanjee: I have a vineyard manager.
Brett: Do you spray with glycophate?
Mr. Jivanjee: I don’t think so.
Brett Veatch: I was wondering why it was mentioned in your appeal.
Ms. Barger: Saj wants to be able to use whatever is legal to protect his vineyard if he needs to.
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John Abrams: It looks like there are 6 tax lots that abut the easement?
Mr. Jivanjee: No, there are only three.
John: It looks to me like there are 6, we would have to look at the deeds. You use the road and
utility road as a head road for your vineyard?
Mr. Jivanjee: Only for agricultural use. If I let people park on the easement, it is legal because it
is my property.
John Abrams: Deed restrictions have gone back further than the 1970s but there were none placed
on this property.
Mr. Jivanjee: I think you have to respect my rights before you make your decision. Using my
easement to increase their property value while decreasing my property value.
Dan Armstrong: 500 cases per year is considered a small vineyard, how many cases do you make?
Mr. Jivanjee: 7000 cases per year.
Dan Armstrong: Would you consider it a small winery?
Mr. Jivanjee: I don’t know.
Dan Armstrong: What is the zoning of your property?
Mr. Jivanjee AF-10.
Dan Armstrong: Same as the Colwells. So, your vineyard would alter the character of land as much
as theirs. Someone driving by wouldn’t know there is a difference in ownership.
Ms. Barger: I think the character they are talking about is for the surrounding residents.
Marla Robison: There looks like there are a lot of trees, some of them can go. It is irresponsible to
plant trees right on the property line.
Ranee and Jody Solmonsson, 32300 NE Old Parrett Mountain Rd: We don’t have a u-pick cherry
orchard, we have access to the easement to get out trucks back there to pick the cherries. Another
point of clarification is that it has been stated that the Schaads had an excavation business there,
that is anecdotal. They used the equipment to help out neighbors back in the day. To say this use
will have no effect on neighbors, that is untrue. Since Saj’s winery went in, there have been parking
and traffic issues, and loud music. This morning I woke up to an 18-wheeler trying to back up
Parrett Mountain Road to get back to Saj’s property. I am glad you brought up the question as to
how many cases Saj produces. He was approved for 900 cases in his land use application and now
he is producing 7000 cases. I have no faith in the County that they can enforce their own conditions.
Example, I wrote a letter of complaint to the planning department January 2019 about Saj not
adhering to the conditions of his land use approval and to date, I have received no response. There
is not a concise condition to how many cases they can produce that is enforceable by the county.
Matt Dunckel: So, you are using Saj as a reason why his appeal should be upheld?
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Ms. Solmonsson: Yes.
Kathryn Jernstedt, Friends of Yamhill County, 8156 NE Mineral Springs Rd, Carlton: Conditional
use applications should have clear, enforceable criteria. Economically, the applicant is putting out
considerable money without enough land to support this, which means they can turn to events and
other activities to make their operation economically viable. I know you cannot regulate water, but
every commercial use does affect the wells on neighboring properties. The fact they may bring in
grapes from other people, it takes more water to process and causes more wear on the road. By
appointment only is not a numerical value and is not enforceable. Tour buses are by appointment
only. We should look at the unresolved complaints on the current winery already there. This group
should be mindful of the inconsistencies in the application process, and the complaint driven
enforcement. If this is approved, there should be language to keep it to small scale.
Sid Friedman: 14286 NW Old Moores Valley Rd, Yamhill: This application is for a conditional
use, not permitted use. Please consider this is a small parcel with an even smaller vineyard, under
current criteria it can only be approved if the parcel is suitable for the proposed use – one of the
criteria of this proposal is it is in a limited water resource district. The County has authority to
consider it unsuitable due to the limited water and traffic/easement issues. If you do not deny the
application, additional conditions need to be imposed. BOC have done this before in a ground
water limited area of Eola Hills (Varnum). 500 cases annually would be more grapes than the
owners can produce with the land they have. The staff report does not mention food at all, it should
have language stating that any food service has to adhere to ORS, another condition no tour buses
and there should be some limitation on how frequent appointments can be.
John Abrams: Talking about restricting access, I can see the merit, but how can that be applied?
Mr. Friedman: I don’t have a template, but I can see a condition that says may be open by
appointments can only be between the hours of 12- 5 Friday through Sunday.
John Abrams: It would be nice if we had some of these things already established instead of making
them up in the middle of the application process.
Mr. Friedman: I think there should be a set of standard conditions for all of these types of
applications, except in limited cases if they can prove it is warranted.
Public Agency Reports: The County Engineer wants condition that they participate in the cost of
maintaining these roads proportional to their use.
Rebuttal:
The Colwells: Easement, I know dust can be a problem but the problem we have had is that this
easement is being used as a headland for Saj’s winery, which illustrates how the dust and erosion
are being caused. We are doing road maintenance, we fill pot holes and cut drains. We are waiting
until construction is finished before we continue that. I don’t want Saj to be in control of how I
maintain the road. Also, Saj stated our winery would decrease the value of his property, but when
he was going through the land use process with his winery and tasting room, he told the neighbors
that his winery and tasting room would increase our property values. My wife and I both have
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careers that we don’t want to give up, so we are going to keep our production small. We have
always trucked grapes in from eastern Oregon with our own truck and trailer. Nothing is changing
the way we have always been doing things. There was fire safety mentioned, the only thing stated
was the easement would need to be increased to make room for emergency vehicles. I can see our
neighbors’ uneasiness due to the problems caused by Saj and his winery.
Dan Armstrong: Give me a number of cases you would be happy producing per year.
Liz Colwell: 500 cases.
Brett Veatch: Would you be willing to consider a limitation on the number of visitors per day?
Liz Colwell: Is there a precedent? We don’t have a lot of experience with wine sales.
John Abram: Have we ever restricted number of people before?
Ken Friday: We have restricted hours, but not number of people. We have proposed Thursday
through Sunday and holidays as hours of operation.
Dan Armstrong: What about that?
Greg Colwell: I don’t have experience with sales, so I am not sure what time and days are best.
Brett Veatch: What about limitation of food?
Ken Friday: It is in the definition of wineries, I would add this as a condition.
Brett Veatch: If they had food permission, could they have people for food without serving wine?
Ken Friday: No
Jennifer Barger representing Saj Jivanjee requested the record be left open.
Ken Friday read the Open Record Motion and dates.
Motion:
Brett Veatch motioned to approve, Michael Sherwood seconded. Motion approved 8-0.
Hearing Adjourned 10:06 PM.
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YAMHILL COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION
Thursday, October 3, 2019 - 7:00 p.m.
Yamhill County Courthouse, Room 32
535 NE Fifth Street
McMinnville, Oregon 97128
Roll Call: Michael Sherwood, Matt Dunckel, Dan Armstrong, Marla Robison, Joe Strunk,
Marjorie Ehry, Brett Veatch Absent: Alan Halstead, John Abrams Staff: Ken Friday, Lance
Woods, Stephanie Armstrong, Stephanie Curran, Todd Sadlo
QUASI-JUDICIAL PUBLIC HEARING:
DOCKET NO.:
REQUEST:

APPLICANT:
TAX LOTS:
LOCATION:
ZONE:
CRITERIA:

C-14-19/SDR-23-19
Conditional use application for the conversion of an
existing accessory structure to a wine production
facility (winery), and a by-appointment wine tasting
room.
Greggory and Elizabeth Colwell
3215-1901
13500 NE Ellenease Avenue, Newberg
AF-10, Agriculture/Forestry Small Holding District
Sections 501.03(P), 1101.02, and 1202.02 of the
Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance (YCZO).
Comprehensive Plan policies may also be applicable.

Chair Dan Armstrong opened the public hearing.
Approval of minutes from September 5, 2019 hearing. Marla motioned to approve with one
change, Marjorie seconded; motion passed 7-0.
Staff Recommendation: Lance Woods: Staff believes that applicant has satisfied the Conditional
Use and Site Design Review criteria and recommends approval with conditions. Lance read the
sixteen conditions of approval.
Brett Veatch: In condition 12 does no on street parking mean no easement parking?
Lance: Yes
Dan Armstrong: On condition 6, how are they going to prove that?
Lance: In the past, we have accepted statements of compliance from other wine makers.
Ken: with a winery this size, it would be hard for them to use the daily water allotment.
Dan: On condition 6, how did we arrive at 5:00 pm closure.
Lance: The applicants suggested it with their application.
Dan: Does anyone remember the 5 pm closing time proposed by applicant, I don’t see it in the
notes.
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Ken: It’s just a recommendation, we can amend it if necessary.
Matt Dunckel: It was in the original staff report.
Brett Veatch: I saw mention of the nearest tasting room open from 11 to 5 pm.
Deliberation:
Joe Strunk: I am still considering ORS and weather we can read all testimony.
Brett: I would argue there is enough evidence in the record to consider it for approval.
Joe: I was thinking that as well, I didn’t think the evidence was pertinent.
Todd Sadlo: You have closed the hearing without throwing out any of the letters. We are not
allowing some grave error to occur, and there is a cure which is appealing it to BOC.
Marla Ehry: I agree with staff. We have studied this long enough.
Brett: I believe there is enough evidence in the original submission to warrant approval, I think the
easement issue was a red herring. On condition 12, I would change the language to say no parking
in the easement. I would vote to approve.
Marjorie Robison: I agree with staff report. If there are any issues with the easement it is something
we cannot settle anyway.
Michael Sherwood: I have a good feeling about this, I think this will be a win-win for everyone.
Matt: I support the staff report and I support this application. He has legal access with the easement.
Joe: I support staff report.
Dan: I think staff did a good job with their recommendations. I think the application seems to be
realistic and the conditions are in line, I support it. We are going to change condition 12 from no
on street parking to no parkin in the easement.
Motion:
Matt Dunckel motioned to approve; Brett Veatch seconded. Motion approved 7-0.
Zoning Ordinance Amendment Work Session
Discussion of parcel size averaging
KF: we use this in certain zones, two recent applications used this. The neighbors did not request
a hearing, but the applicant did. We came up with three definitions, the PC voted to deny the
request. It went to the BOC and they denied the request as well. Their decision does not allow
applicants to use property that is not under the same ownership. The Board’s decision is policy.
Stephanie Armstrong: Regarding the AF-10 zone: a few months ago, a neighbor came because
private parks are permitted in this zone, and I think we should make it conditional use. Also, a
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community center is listed as a conditional use, but is not defined. We were thinking of adding the
definition from the EF zoning ordinance to the AF zoning ordinance.
Ken: We will be bringing more things before you, such as they are adding breweries into the winery
category as of January 1st. We will identify if these things are required or optional. Next month the
hearing request is on a Site DR for marijuana grow and processing facility. I could have done it as
a type A docket but did type B as we have done code enforcement on this property before and
some of the buildings were possibly not permitted.
Other Business
Hearing Adjourned 7:57 PM.
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